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(54) Title: HINGED LID CONTAINER WITH SLIDING DEVICE

(57) Abstract: The invention concerns
a container (1) comprising a lower box
portion (20), an upper lid portion (40) and a
sliding device (80), wherein said lower box
portion (20) comprises a box bottom wall
(30), a box front wall (22) and a box back
wall (24), wherein the upper lid portion (40)
is hinged to the box back wall (24), wherein
the sliding device (80) embraces at least
partly the lower box portion (20), wherein
the container (1) is opened by moving
the sliding device (80) longitudinally
along the lower box portion (20) in a first
direction and closed by moving the sliding
device (80) longitudinally along the lower
box portion (20) in a second, opposite
direction, wherein the box back wall (24)
comprises a first stopper flap (65) limiting
the movement of the sliding device (80)
in the first direction and a second stopper
flap (66) limiting the movement of the
sliding device (80) in the second, opposite
direction and wherein the first stopper
flap (65) and the second stopper flap (66)
are formed by a common incision (60).
The invention further relates to two blanks
(120, 180) for making the box (20) and the
sliding device (80).
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Hinged Lid Container with Sliding Device

The invention relates to a novel hinge-lid container

comprising a sliding device and in particular to a novel

hinge-lid container or carton for consumer goods, for example

elongate smoking articles such as cigarettes.

Smoking articles such as cigarettes and a variety of

other consumer goods are commonly sold in hinge-lid

containers. These hinge-lid containers comprise a lower box

portion and an upper lid portion, which is hinged to the back

wall of the lower box portion. Such containers are formed from

laminar cardboard blanks that include various panels and

flaps, which when folded about appropriate score lines around

a pre-wrapped bundle of cigarettes form the lower box portion

and the upper lid portion of the hinge-lid container.

In conventional hinge-lid cigarette containers, the upper

lid portion of the container is hinged to the top of the back

wall of the lower box portion thereof along a transverse hinge

line and the cigarettes stand in the lower box portion of the

upright container with their longitudinal axes parallel to the

longitudinal axis of the container. When the consumer opens

the container, by pivoting the front of the lid portion up and

to the rear, the upper ends of the cigarettes standing in the

lower box portion are exposed. In the closed position, the

front wall, back wall and side walls of the upper lid portion

of the hinge-lid container form vertical extensions of the

corresponding walls of the lower box portion thereof.

Also known are hinge-lid containers comprising a sliding

device embracing the lower box portion, wherein the hinge-lid

is opened and closed by moving the sliding device along the

box of the container. Such containers are disclosed for

example in United States Patents US-A-3, 400, 874, US-A-

3,858,788 and US-A-3, 933, 299 .



According to the present invention there is provided a

container comprising a lower box portion, an upper lid portion

and a sliding device, wherein said lower box portion comprises

a box bottom wall, a box front wall and a box back wall,

wherein the upper lid portion is hinged to the box back wall,

wherein the sliding device embraces at least partly the lower

box portion, wherein the container is opened by moving the

sliding device longitudinally along the lower box portion in a

first direction and closed by moving the sliding device

longitudinally along the lower box portion in a second,

opposite direction, wherein the box back wall comprises a

first stopper flap limiting the movement of the sliding device

in the first direction and a second stopper flap limiting the

movement of the sliding device in the second, opposite

direction and wherein the first stopper flap and the second

stopper flap are formed by a common incision.

When the container is placed on the box bottom wall the

first direction of the longitudinal movement of the sliding

device is downwards and the second direction of the

longitudinal movement of the sliding device is upwards.

The upper lid portion comprises a lid flap, extending

from the lid' s top back edge in the first direction beyond the

hinge of the upper lid portion and the lid flap further

comprises a lid end flap, extending from the lower end of the

lid flap which is bent upward.

The sliding device comprises a slide top edge, a slide

bottom edge, a slide top flap extending from the slide top

edge and a slide bottom flap extending from the slide bottom

edge, wherein both slide flaps are bent inwardly. These flaps

interact with the lid end flap of the upper lid portion.

When the sliding device is moved a given distance in the

first direction the slide top flap contacts the lid end flap.

When moving the sliding device further in the first direction

the lid end flap is pulled along the sliding device. This



opens the container by pivoting the upper lid portion

backwards .

The movement of the sliding device is limited in the

first direction by the contact of the lower end of the lid

flap into the first stopper flap. The opening of the upper lid

portion is likewise limited by the first stopper flap, as the

sliding device cannot move the lid end flap past the first

stopper flap. The opening angle of the lid is defined by the

distance between the folding line of the lid flap and the

folding line of the first stopper flap, corresponding to the

distance the lid flap travels along the sliding device in the

first direction.

In the second direction the movement of the sliding

device is limited by the contact of the slide bottom flap with

the second stopper flap

Preferably the upper lid portion comprises a lid top

panel and a lid side panel, wherein the lid top panel extends

sideways over the lid side panel to limit movement of the

sliding device in the second direction. This also improves the

look of the container when closed as the sides are entirely

covered by the lid top panel when looked on from above.

Additionally this second limitation of the movement of the

sliding device in the second direction reduces the wear on the

second stopper flap.

Preferably the sliding device comprises a slide front

panel and a slide inner front panel extending from the slide

front panel, folded by 180 degrees into the sliding device.

This advantageously adds structural strength to the sliding

device. This makes the sliding device more resistant to wear

and gives the container an improved look, particularly when

closed.

Preferably the box further comprises a friction element

to increase the friction between the box and the sliding

device during the movement of the sliding device in either the



first direction or the second direction. Depending on the size

of the friction element, the sliding device has more or less

friction when moved. The longer and higher the friction

element is, the more friction is created when the sliding

device is moved. A higher friction advantageously keeps the

sliding device in place so it will not move due to gravity or

other unwanted forces. A higher friction also gives the

sliding device a better quality feeling.

Preferably the sliding device covers substantially half

of the lower box portion. The container may then easily be

opened by the consumer by holding the container in one hand

and moving the sliding device down using for example his

thumb, or by holding the sliding device with one hand and

pushing the container with its bottom on a surface, for

example a table.

According to a second aspect of the present invention

there is provided a blank for making said lower box portion

and the upper lid portion for the hinge-lid container of the

invention. The blank comprises a back panel, wherein that back

panel comprises an incision forming at least two stopper flaps

pointing in opposite directions.

Preferably the lower box portion and the upper lid

portion are made from one blank and the sliding device is made

from a separate blank, wherein the two blanks are not adhered

to each other.

All customary materials may be used as foldable materials

for the blanks, particularly the papers and cardboards usually

used for cigarette boxes, with or without coating, but also

plastic materials. Different materials may be used for the two

blanks, for example the sliding device blank may be made of

plastic and the box blank may be made from cardboard.

Alternatively, different cardboards may be used, for example

cardboards with different thicknesses. Other differences in

one or both blanks may be embossing the blank, printing on the



blank in special colours or applying lacquer, metallization,

holograms, luminescence or other materials changing the feel,

odour or visual appearance of the blank. Additionally, one or

both of the blanks, for example the sliding device blank, may

be made of transparent material.

According to a third aspect of the invention the

container according to the invention is a carton, containing a

number of smaller containers, for example ten cigarette

containers. Alternatively other consumer goods may be stored

inside the container.

According to a further aspect of the present invention

there is provided a container comprising a lower box portion,

an upper lid portion and a sliding device, wherein said lower

box portion comprises a box bottom wall, a box front wall and

a box back wall, wherein the upper lid portion is hinged to

the box back wall, wherein the sliding device embraces at

least partly the lower box portion, wherein the container is

opened by moving the sliding device longitudinally along the

lower box portion in a first direction and closed by moving

the sliding device longitudinally along the lower box portion

in a second, opposite direction, wherein the box back wall

comprises a first stopper flap limiting the movement of the

sliding device in the first direction and a second stopper

flap limiting the movement of the sliding device in the

second, opposite direction, wherein the lower box portion is

formed from a first blank and the upper lid portion is formed

from a second blank. With this, the production of the

container is greatly simplified. Due to the separation of the

lower box portion and the upper lid portion, the production of

the lower box portion is similar to the production of the

lower portion of a common hinge lid container. As such,

standard machinery may be used for the high speed production

of this portion of the container.



This advantageously speeds up the entire production

process. Additionally, the two blanks of the version of the

lower box portion of the container need to be printed or

coated only on one side as opposed to printing or coating on

both sides for a container with a box portion formed from a

single blank. This may advantageously reduce the production

cost. Besides, the separation of the blank of the lower box

portion and the upper lid portion may be used also for other

packs, in particular for a slide and shell container wherein

the first stopper flap and the second stopper flap are not

formed by a common incision but with separate incisions.

The invention will be further described, by way of

example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings in

which :

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the container according

to a preferred embodiment of the invention,

Figure 2 is a perspective view of the lower box portion

and upper lid portion of the container according to a

preferred embodiment of the invention,

Figure 3 is a perspective view of the sliding device

according to a preferred embodiment of the invention,

Figure 4 is a view of a laminar cardboard blank for the

box part of the container according to a preferred embodiment

of the invention,

Figure 5 a view of a laminar cardboard blank for the

sliding device of the container according to a preferred

embodiment of the invention,

Figure 6a is a view of a laminar cardboard blank for the

lower box portion of the container according to an alternative

embodiment of the invention, and

Figure 6b is a view of a laminar cardboard blank for the

upper lid portion of the container according to the

alternative embodiment of the invention.



In Figure 1 the assembled container 1 is shown. The

sliding device 80 is slid over the container 10 and is

longitudinally movable along the arrow 2 in a first direction

down towards the bottom of the container 1 and in a second

direction up towards the top of the container 1.

As shown in Figure 2 , the container 1 comprises a lower

box portion 20 with a box bottom wall 30, two box side walls

26, 27, a box front wall 22, a box back wall 24.

In the box back wall 24 is a wavelike incision 60 and a

common fold line 63, 68 which crosses the wavelike incision 60

such that three stopper flaps 65, 66 are formed when folded

along said common fold line 63, 68. Due to the wavelike form

of the incision 60 the first stopper flaps 65 are folded along

the fold line 63 towards the top of the container 1 , whereas

the second stopper flap 66 is folded along the fold line 68

towards the bottom of the container 1.

An upper lid portion 40 extends from the box back wall 24

along a hinge fold line 45. The upper lid portion 40 comprises

a lid back wall 44, a lid top wall 42 and two lid side walls

46, 47. Additionally the upper lid portion 40 comprises a lid

flap 52, 54 consisting of an upper lid flap 52 and a lower lid

flap 54. The upper lid flap 52 extends from the lid top wall

42 along the lid upper edge 41 to the back of the upper lid

portion 40. The lower lid flap 54 is separated by a fold line

53 from the upper lid flap 52. A lid end flap 55 extends from

that lower lid flap 54 and is bent upward along the fold line

56.

The lid top wall 42 is broader than the box bottom wall

30, extending over the lid side walls 46, 47 and the box side

walls 26, 27 by about the thickness of the walls of the

sliding device 80. Additionally the box side walls 26, 27 have

an incision near the box front wall 22 so that friction flaps

10 are formed on each side of the box front wall 22.



As shown in Figure 3 , the sliding device 80 comprise a

slide front wall 82, two slide side walls 86, 87 and a slide

back wall 84. A second slide side wall 85 is adhered to one of

the slide side walls 86 to form a sleeve. Extending from the

slide back wall 84 is a slide top flap 95 folded around the

slide top edge 91 inwardly. Also extending from the slide back

wall 84 is a slide bottom flap 96 that is folded inwardly

around the slide bottom edge 99.

Figure 4 shows the blank 120 from which the lower box

portion 20 and the upper lid portion 40 are made. Figure 5

shows the blank 180 from which the sliding device 80 is made.

Both blanks are preferably made from laminar cardboard. In

these Figures 4 and 5 the panels and fold lines of the blanks

corresponding to walls, flaps and fold lines of the lower box

portion 20, the upper lid portion 40 or the sliding device 80

are referred to by the corresponding reference numerals plus

100. For example the box front panel 122 corresponds to the

box front wall 22 when the container 1 is erected.

Extending from the box front panel 122 are the box outer

side panels 126, 127 and the box bottom panel 130. From the

box bottom panel 130 two bottom dust panels 131, 132 extend,

which are adhered to the respective box inner side panels 128,

129. Also extending from the box bottom panel is the box back

panel 124. Extending from the box back panel are the two box

inner side panels 128, 129. The box outer side panels 126, 127

are adhered onto the two box inner side panels 128, 129

respectively. The box back panel is limited on the upper side

by a hinge fold line 145 which forms the hinge 45 of the upper

lid portion 40 .

Extending along the hinge fold line 45 from the box back

panel 124 is the lid back panel 144. Extending from the sides

of the lid back panel 144 are two lid side panels 146, 147.

Extending from these lid side panels 146, 147 is one lid dust

flap 148, 149 each. When erecting the container 1 these lid



dust flaps 148, 149 are adhered to the lid inner top panel 150

which is extending form the lid back panel 144. From the lid

inner top panel 150 extends the lid top panel 142, which is

folded 180 degrees backward and adhered onto the lid inner top

panel. The lid top panel is extending sideways over the lid

inner top panel 150, particularly extending about the

thickness of the laminar cardboard or other material the

sliding device 80 is made of. Extending from the lid top panel

142 is an upper lid flap panel 152 along fold line 153. From

the upper lid flap panel 152 extends a lower lid flap panel

154. Extending form the lower lid flap panel 152 is a lid end

flap panel 158 along a fold line 156.

Figures 6a and 6b show an alternative embodiment of the

blanks to make the box 20 of the container 1 according to the

invention. The difference between the two blanks 220, 320 of

Figures 6a and 6b and the blank 120 of Figure 4 is, that the

lid inner top panel 150 of blank 120 is present in the first

blank 220 that forms the lower box portion 20 and in the

second blank 320 that forms the upper lid portion 40. After

forming the lower box portion 20 of the container 1 ,

preferably around a bundle of cigarettes, the second blank 320

of the upper lid portion 40 may be attached to the first blank

220 of the lower box portion by attaching the two lid inner

top panels 150, 150' to each other. For example the two lid

inner top panels 150, 150' may be glued to each other using

glue spots, glue lines or any other suitable glue pattern, or

with a double sided sticker. Preferably the two lid inner top

panels 150, 150' have substantially the same size. Thereafter

the container 1 of this alternative embodiment is assembled

like a container 1 with a box 20 made from a single blank 120.

Preferably, the manufacturing of the lower box portion is

performed automatically in a first step. In a second step,

after the two lid inner top panels 150, 150' are attached to



each other, the final assembly of the container 1 may be

either performed automatically or manually.

The sliding device blank 180 comprises a slide front

panel 182. Extending from the slide front panel 182 are two

slide side panels 186, 187, a slide inner front panel 183 and

two triangular slide inner front panels 190. When the sliding

device 80 is assembled from the sliding device blank 180 the

slide inner front panel 183 and the two triangular slide inner

front panels 190 are bent inward into the sliding device

sleeve. By this the nearly the entire inner area of the slide

front panel 182 is covered, which strengthens the slide front

wall 82.

Extending from one of the slide side panels 187 is the

slide back panel 184. Extending from the slide back panel 184

is a slide inner side panel 185, which is adhered to the back

of other slide side panel 186, forming the sleeve of the

assembled sliding device 80. Also extending from the slide

back panel 182 along the fold line 191 is a slide top flap

panel 195, forming the slide upper edge 91 in the assembled

sliding device 80. Also extending from the slide back panel

182 along the fold line 191 is a slide bottom flap panel 196,

forming the slide bottom edge 99 in the assembled sliding

device 80.

When the container 1 is assembled and the slide 80

embraces the lower box portion 20 the longitudinally movement

of the sliding device 80 along the lower box portion 20 in the

first direction towards the bottom of the lower box portion 20

the slide upper flap 95 contacts the lid end flap 55.

When the sliding device 80 is moved further along the

first direction towards the bottom of the lower box portion

20, the slide top flap 95 pulls the lower lid flap 54 and

upper lid flap 52 along until the movement is stopped by the

first stopper flaps 65. By pulling the lower lid flap 54 and

upper lid flap 52 into the first direction the upper lid



portion 40 pivots about the hinge line 45 and the upper lid

flap 52 pivots along the fold line 53.

The opening movement of the upper lid portion 40 is

terminated by the interlocking of the outer edge 56 of the

lower lid flap 54 and the slide top flap 95 with the first

stopper flaps 65. Thus the opening angle of the upper lid

portion 40 is defined by the distance the lower lid flap 54

travels into the first direction.

When moving the sliding device in the opposite, second

direction towards the upper lid portion 40 of the container 1 ,

the upper edge 91 of the sliding device 80 pushes the upper

lid flap 52 in a position parallel to the back wall 24 of the

container 1 , thereby closing the container 1 .

The movement of the sliding device 80 in the second

direction is limited by two mechanisms. Firstly the slide

bottom flap 96 contacts the second stopper flap 66. Secondly

the movement of the sliding device 80 is limited by the lid

top panel 42, which extends into the path of the sliding

device 80 in the second direction.

The ease of movement of the sliding device 80 in either

direction along the lower box portion 20 is controlled by the

size of the friction flaps 10 on the side walls 26, 27 of the

box, engaging in frictional engagement with the inner surfaces

of the slide side walls 86, 87 of the sliding device 80. The

longer and higher the friction flaps 10 are, the more friction

is created when the sliding device 80 is moved.

The container 1 may be opened by a user by gripping the

sliding device 80 and pushing the container 1 with the bottom

wall 30 onto a surface.



Claims :

1 . A container (1) comprising a lower box portion (20),

an upper lid portion (40) and a sliding device (80),

wherein said lower box portion (20) comprises a box

bottom wall (30), a box front wall (22) and a box back

wall (24), wherein the upper lid portion (40) is hinged

to the box back wall (24), wherein the sliding device

(80) embraces at least partly the lower box portion (20),

wherein the container (1) is opened by moving the sliding

device (80) longitudinally along the lower box portion

(20) in a first direction and closed by moving the

sliding device (80) longitudinally along the lower box

portion (20) in a second, opposite direction, wherein the

box back wall (24) comprises a first stopper flap (65)

limiting the movement of the sliding device (80) in the

first direction and a second stopper flap (66) limiting

the movement of the sliding device (80) in the second,

opposite direction,

characterized in

that the first stopper flap (65) and the second stopper

flap (66) are formed by a common incision (60) .

2 . The container according to claims 1 ,

characterized in

that said sliding device (80) comprises a slide top edge

(91), a slide bottom edge (99), a slide top flap (95)

extending from said slide top edge (91) and a slide

bottom flap (96) extending from the slide bottom edge

(99) and wherein both slide flaps (95, 96) are bent

inwardly into the sliding device (80).



3 . The container according to claim 2 ,

characterized in

that said hinge-lid (40) comprises a lid flap (52)

extending from the lid top back edge (41) downwardly

beyond said hinge (45) of said hinge-lid (40), said lid

flap (52) further comprising a lid end flap (55),

extending from the lower end of said lid flap (52) and

being folded upward such that said slide top flap (95) of

said sliding device (80) interlocks with said lid end

flap (55) when said sliding device (80) is moved in the

first direction so that said hinge-lid (40) is opened.

4 . The container according to claim 3 ,

characterized in

that the movement of said sliding device (80) is limited

in said first direction by interlocking of the lower end

(53) of said lid flap (52) into said first stopper flap

(65) and the movement of said sliding device (80) is

limited in said second direction by interlocking said

bottom flap (96) into the second stopper flap (66) .

5 . The container according to one of the claims 1 to 4 ,

characterized in

that said sliding device (80) comprises a slide front

panel (182) and an slide inner front panel (183)

extending from the slide front panel (182), folded by 180

degrees into said sliding device (80).

6 . The container according to one of the claims 1 to 5 ,

characterized in

that said hinge-lid (40) comprises a top panel (42) and a

side panel (46, 47), wherein said top panel (42) extends

sideways over said side panel (46, 47) to limit movement

of the sliding device (80) in said second direction.



7 . The container according to one of the claims 1 to 6 ,

characterized in

that the box (20) further comprises a friction element

(10) to increase the friction between the box (20) and

said sliding device (80) during the movement of said

sliding device (80) in either said first direction or

said second direction.

8 . The container according to one of the claims 1 to 7 ,

characterized in

that said sliding device (80) covers only part of said

box (20) .

9 . The container according to one of the claims 1 to 8 ,

characterized in

that said box (20) and said sliding device (80) are made

from separate blanks (100, 180) which are not adhered to

each other.

10. The container according to one of the claims 1 to 9 ,

characterized in

that said lower box portion (20) and said upper lid

portion (40) are made from separate blanks (220, 320)

which are adhered to each other.

11. The container according to one of the claims 1 to 10,

characterized in

that the container (1) is a cigarette container or a

container for other smoking articles.



12. Blank (120) for making a box (20) for a container (1)

according to one of the preceding claims, comprising a

back panel (124) ,

characterized in

that said back panel (124) comprises an incision (160)

forming at least two stopper flaps (165, 166) pointing in

opposite directions.

13. A container (1) comprising a lower box portion (20), an

upper lid portion (40) and a sliding device (80), wherein

said lower box portion (20) comprises a box bottom wall

(30), a box front wall (22) and a box back wall (24),

wherein the upper lid portion (40) is hinged to the box

back wall (24), wherein the sliding device (80) embraces

at least partly the lower box portion (20), wherein the

container (1) is opened by moving the sliding device (80)

longitudinally along the lower box portion (20) in a

first direction and closed by moving the sliding device

(80) longitudinally along the lower box portion (20) in a

second, opposite direction, wherein the box back wall

(24) comprises a first stopper flap (65) limiting the

movement of the sliding device (80) in the first

direction and a second stopper flap (66) limiting the

movement of the sliding device (80) in the second,

opposite direction,

characterized in

that the lower box portion (20) is formed from a first

blank (220) and the upper lid portion (40) is formed from

a second blank (320) .
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